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Designer collection

Silkeborg Uldspinderi
At Silkeborg Uldspinderi, we have worked
with wool for three generations. From the
raw fibre to the finished product. We have
always focused on the good raw material,
knowledgeable processing and high quality.
Today, the mission is to manage three generations of heritage and knowledge in the
best possible way. Managing the heritage
is about persistently insisting that a product
from Silkeborg Uldspinderi is based on
expert knowledge of fibres and processing
as well as close and lasting relationships
with producers and subcontractors.
The development going forward is about
making crafts and design equal components in the product development. This
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means letting the two parts go hand in
hand to lift each other and the company.
10 years ago, we initiated a collaboration
with textile designer Tina Ratzer. This
collaboration opened new doors for us and
there is no doubt that additional collaborations are the way forward.
That is why we have invited four new
designers on board – all of which hold
knowledge about textiles, experience and
deep respect for the material. We are very
happy that Tina Ratzer, Karin Carlander,
the design duo Witek & Golik and Susanne
Rützou each have contributed with their
designs and views on textures, materials
and colours.
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Commenting on her own work, Tina Ratzer
says: “I have never had a plan B. I simply go
for plan A.”

Tina Ratzer

Throws mean presence
Tina Ratzer is a textile designer educated at
Kolding Arts and Crafts School in 1999.
Immediately after her exam, she established
her design studio Ratzer, which since
then has been based both in Berlin and
Copenhagen. Here, she designs in her own
name as well as for companies such as
Danish Design Center, Muuto and Silkeborg
Uldspinderi.
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She has consistently worked on artistic
products and projects, pushing the boundary for what textiles and craft can express.
Tina Ratzer’s works are based on strong
values of beauty, durability and function. A
modern graphic and geometric expression
characterises her design, which, despite a
simple design idiom, stands out from the
crowd and highlights her courage as a
craftswoman.

For Tina, plan A includes several throws.
The throw is real presence summed up in a
unique Maggi cube. The tactility, the warmth
and the tranquillity of the plaid make it an
indispensable part of every home, large
and small, young and old.
In recent years, Tina has spent an increasing amount of her time expressing her
design expertise through projects where
she also works with design as a means of
inclusion and integration. It started with
a journey to South Africa. A journey that
turned into several journeys.
“I love to settle down in new places, love
to explore and look for opportunities, and
I see most opportunities when what I am
presented with is almost impossible or at
least difficult. I am a kind of pioneer,”
Tina laughs.
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All Yellow 1220

Honey Rose 1221

Warm Red 1222

Muted Blues 1225

Dark Grey Notes 1224

Dark Greens 1223

Tina Ratzer
Plain Beat
Item number: 00-1151
Dimensions: 130 x 190 cm
Materials:
100% Wool
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Karin Carlander

With treadles and shafts
Karin Carlander graduated as a weaver from
KADK in 1987. She runs the company Karin
Carlander, which is located in a large bright
room at the former knife factory in Raadvad
north of Copenhagen.

Karin Carlander is a weaver with a big W. It
is her job, her lifestyle and her mission to
protect the craft. She finds it deeply meaningful to create useful textiles. She does this
on her own in the company named Textile
No. by Karin Carlander.
“It is very technical,” Karin says and explains
that her mission is to express herself with
as few threads as possible and with as few
treadles and shafts as possible:
“My patterns for Silkeborg are a little more
complicated than my own. The alpaca
invites to work three-dimensionally.”
Karin’s anchoring in the craft is clear, and
it is with this in mind that she makes her
designs.
“I work with the loom’s own premise and
use the analogue loom’s logic when
creating my patterns. There are so many
possibilities when working with threads that
move up and down in a simple planned
system. I see the loom as my friend and
inexhaustible source of inspiration. I always
weave my way ahead when creating
patterns and do a lot of sample weaving
before deciding on the design that I choose
to work on.”
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Black and White 6600

Blue Terracotta 1667

Mustard and Honey 1825

Blue Terracotta 1667

Mustard and Honey 1825

Karin Carlander
Cumulus
Item number: 00-1148
Dimensions: 130 x 200 cm
Materials:
100% Baby Alpaca

Black and White 6600

Pine
Item number: 00-1149
Dimensions: 130 x 200 cm
Materials:
100% Baby Alpaca
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“It’s been a pleasure working with Silkeborg Uldspinderi’s
yarn card,” says Karin Carlander and continues:
“It is comprehensive work and testifies to a high professional level. A dream collaboration for a nerd like me. And
they have been brave. We have made throws with asymmetrical patterns inspired by the sample weaving I had on
the loom when Silkeborg Uldspinderi first visited me.”
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Design duo Witek & Golik

Objects with character
Design duo Witek & Golik is the framework for Martyna Golik and Sisse Witek’s
collaboration.
Martyna Golik holds a bachelor of arts and
textile design from the Academy of Fine
Arts in Lodz and a master’s degree in textile
design from the Danish School of Design.
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Sisse Witek is a candidate in Textile Design
from the Danish School of Design. They both
finished their education in 2015 and have
been working together ever since. Along
the way, they have created both commercial
design, art projects and in the past year
also their own products. This fall, they have
designed throws for Silkeborg Uldspinderi.

“We are educated in the shadow of the
financial crisis,” says Sisse Witek from
their studio in Nørrebro in Copenhagen.
“Everything was grey in grey, and the
answer to long-lasting and sustainable was
grey added a little beige. For us, the use of
colours is not the opposite of long-lasting –
on the contrary. We are passionate about
making quality products and we love both
patterns and colours.”
“We believe that those who fall in love with
our products see them as an extension of
their personality and therefore take good
care of them. We praise that the current
time is about staging oneself and that it
entails gathering objects with character,”
Sisse Witek explains.

Sisse and Martyna share an international
approach to design. Their signature does
not lean towards a Scandinavian design
heritage. No tight minimalism – rather
fabulous decadence that speaks into an
international design community.
It is the meeting between the playful joy of
colours from the design duo Witek & Golik
and the strong roots in Scandinavian design
from Silkeborg Uldspinderi that has been
the starting point for the collaboration.
Witek & Golik is a breath of fresh air in the
collection. They stand as representatives of
a new generation of textile designers with an
international footprint. They are not bound
by tradition but have a deep respect for the
craft that forms the basis of their profession.
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Orange Rose 8206

Yellow Lilac 8712

White Blue 7306

Witek & Golik
Dashes
Item number: 00-1150
Dimensions: 130 x 190 cm
Materials:
50% Alpaca 50% Wool
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Susanne Rützou

Creative urge
Susanne Rützou graduated from the
Margrethe school in Copenhagen in 1988
and played a central role in the Danish
fashion scene for many years – first as chief
designer for Bruuns Bazaar and then in her
own name.
However, the fashion industry has long
seemed unattractive to her with its hasty
shifts and a built-in premise of having to discard last year’s idea already the year after.
However, the love for textile, combined with
a strong sense of colour and material, are
faithful companions, and the desire to create
is intact for Susanne. It is part of her DNA
and it will now benefit Silkeborg Uldspinderi.
Susanne Rützou has developed two scarves
for the collection, both of which carry her
distinctive signature and where colours
and textures play together in a new but
understated way.
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“What I always revolve around in my work,
regardless of media, is the tactility of the
materials, the interplay and counterplay of
textures and the intuitive energy of colour
composition,” says Susanne.
Susanne Rützou is originally a clothing
designer and her experience in designing and
styling is implied when she, with few but effective grips, leaves her imprint on new scarves
under the name of Silkeborg Uldspinderi.
“To me, Silkeborg Uldspinderi stands for a
loving and a nerdy approach towards the
material that leads to a devoted approach
to making something that will last for many
years. It speaks to something classic; to
something, you take care of and cherish,
just like a family member. In addition, it is
important that the finished product reflects
both parties and I think we have succeeded
really well,” she concludes.
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Susanne Rützou
Rustic Border
Item number: 00-1146
Dimensions: 60 x 200 cm
Materials:
100% Baby Alpaca

Stone Blue 0726

Red Orange 2675

Rose Sand 0717

Lavender Grey 0835

Blue Bordeaux 0726

Green Brown 1792

Flow
Item number: 00-1147
Dimensions: 70 x 230 cm
Materials:
100% Baby Alpaca
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Silkeborg Uldspinderi ApS
Vandværksvej 10
8680 Kjellerup
Denmark
+45 8688 1738
info@silkeborg-uld.com
www.silkeborg-uld.com

